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Abstract.

A new approach to the generation of storm-associatedULF waves

with discretespectra(ion cyclotronharmonicwaves)observedin the equatorial
plasmasphere
is presented.It is proposedthat the appearanceof waveswith phase
velocitiessmallerthan the Alfv6n velocityis connectedwith a strongdispersionof
magnetosonicwavesnear the hi-ion frequencyoccurring in the presenceof oxygen

ions of ionosphericorigin. The wavesare generatedby an instability involving
hot oxygen ions with loss cone or ring like distributions. Such ions are found in
the magnetosphereduring magneticstorms. A simple analytical model of this
instability is elaborated. It is shownthat ULF wave observationson board Akebono

satellite are in a reasonableagreementwith the presenttheoretical approach.

1.

Introduction

also observedby GEOS 1 and 2 [Perraut et al., 1978,
1982;Laaksoet al., 1990]and DE I satellites[Olsenet
A long time ago Russellet al. [1970]observedULF
al., 1987; Gurnett and Inan, 1988] at higher altitudes
(ultralow frequency)emissionson board the OGO 3
(L = 4 - 8).
satellitein the equatorialplasmasphere.The wavespecThe specific feature of the toroidal waveguide surtrum was localized near the harmonicsof proton gyrounding the Earth is that there is no ordinary mechrofrequency.The wavespropagatedalmost perpendicanism of dissipation, for example, absorption of waves
ular to the geomagneticfield. The localization of emisat the ends of geomagnetic field tubes. Therefore even
sion, the direction of propagationand polarizationwere
a fairly small enhancement above marginal stability of
in agreement with the theory of magnetosonic wave
ring current ions may lead to exponential growth of
propagation in a toroidal waveguide inside the plasthe wave amplitude. The necessarycondition of instamasphere[e.g., Cuglielmiet al., 1975; Kaladzeet al.,
bility at ion cyclotron harmonics is the nonmonotonic
1976; Pertaut et al., 1982; Korth et al., 1984; Mc-

(lossconeor ring like) dependenceof the distribution
Clements,1996]. This phenomenonwas recently refunction f on the perpendicular velocity vñ, that is,
viewedby Guglielmiand Pokhotelov[1996].This interOf /Ovñ > O. Korablevand Rudakov[1968]were the
pretation was further verified by measurementsof these
first who put forward the idea of generation of waves
waves on IMP 6, Hawkeye 1 and Explorer 45 satellites
near the ion gyrofrequenciesdue to this effect. Such an
[Taylor et al., 1975; Curnett, 1976; Kintner and Cur-

nett, 1977]. Harmonicallyrelated ULF emissionswere

instability (so called the magnetoacoustic
cyclotroninstability or the thermonuclearinstability) waslater rec-

ognized to be important in laboratory plasma because
it can be driven by fast a particles arising as the result

of thermonuclearreactionsin tokamaks [Mikhailovskii,
1975]. The samemechanismfor the generationof mag•Institute
ofPhysics
oftheEarth,Moscow,
Russia.
2Laboratoire
dePhysique
et Chimiede l'Environnement,
CNRS,Orl6ans, netosonicwaveswasusedby Guglielmiet al. [1975]and
France.
Pertaut et al. [1982]for the interpretationof magneto3Department
of EarthandPlanetary
Physics,
University
of Tokyo,
Tokyo, sphericULF emissions.Kaladze et al. [1976]modified
Japan.
this approach accountingfor the effectsof field-aligned
4Department
ofPhysical
Sciences,
University
ofOulu,Finland.
inhomogeneityof the geomagneticfield. They pointed
out that this instability may be transformed into a ki-

netic (resonant)instabilitywith a muchsmallergrowth

Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

rate.

In a recent paper, Liu et al. [1994a]observedULF
emissionsdeep in the equatorial plasmasphere(L =

Papernumber96JA03067.
0148-0227/97/96JA-03067509.00
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1.5 - 2.5) during great magnetic storms. In contrast

v

to previous studies the intensity of the emission was
closelyrelated to the oxygen-ion gyrofrequencyand its

low harmonics(n _• 10), and the phasevelocity of the
wave

was sometimes

much

smaller

than

Alfvi•n

veloc-

ity cA -- Bo/(pop)
•/2 (Boistheambient
magnetic
field
and p is the plasma density). These propertiesdiffer
from the theoretical approach elaborated in the above
mentioned papers.
In this paper we will present an analytical model
which may provide a better understanding of the generation mechanism of ion cyclotron harmonic waves during magnetic storms. In contrast to the previous ap-

proach we shall take into considerationthe effects of
multi-ion composition of magnetosphericplasma in the
deep plasmasphere. In cold plasma approximation, similar effectswere recently taken into accountby Le Qudau

et al. [1993]in connectionwith ion "conics"observed
by Rauch et al. [1993]on board the Aureol 3 satellite.
2.

ULF

Waves

in

Cold

Multi-ion

Plasma

[E+

=

.o+

o3
Bo

x
1- Z_o_i_
c• 2

(3)

where •. = Bo/B0 is the unit vector along the geomagnetic field.

Similarlyto Le Qu•au et al. [1993],substituting(2)
and (3) into (1), thus restrictingourselves
in the followingto the caseof two dominantions (protonsand
oxygens),we obtain

d2E•
+'igE•
d(• • (e• - n22_)E•
= O,
d

1

(4)

dEx
•11

=

]+

-

inñ

d

-o
(6)

ell ,

Here • = wz/c is the field-aligned coordinate normalized by the vacuum wave length, c stands for the velocity of light, n• = k•c/w is the refractive index perpendicular to Bo, and the dielectric constants e•, g, and

Let us consider a low-frequency wave propagating
in an inhomogeneousmulticomponent cold plasma imell aredefinedby the relations
mersed in the external magnetic field B0. We choose
a Cartesian system of coordinates with z axis along
c2 o32
_ o32b/
the ambient magnetic field, x axis is directed along the
waveguideaxis, and y axis completesthe triad. Small
oscillations of the electromagnetic field are describedby
the following wave equation obtained from Faraday's
g __

eñ--c•Ho3•
_l•+
4.

and Ampere'slaws [seeStix, 1962]:

(7)
(8)

2

02D

vv. E- VE+o

ell- 1 tape

-0

(9)

HereCAH---BO/(poNH+mH+)
1/2is theAlfv6nvelocity

where E is the wave electric field, D = eoE +(i/w)
defined
bytheprotonmass
density,
o3bi
= flO+(1+•)1/2
• ejNjvj is the electricdisplacement,
w is the wave is the bidon frequency(nñ = oo),taco= flo+(1 +
frequency,ej, Nj, andvj arethe electriccharge,number q) is the cut-off frequency(n_L= 0),• = (No+too+
density, and velocity of each species,respectively, and /NH+mH+) is the ratio of the oxygenand proton mass
eo and/•0 stand for the permittivity and permeability
of free space. Summation is carried out over particle
species.

densities,
ando3pe
= (Nee2/eome)
1/• is theLangmuir

b] we restrict our study to the frequencyrange•H+ >>

larization proton drift (the secondterm on right-hand
sideof (2)) in a multicomponent
plasma.

frequency. The quasi-neutrality condition yields to the
equation Ne -- NH+ + NO+. The appearance of the
In accordancewith the resultsof Liu et al. [1994a, bi-ion frequency is connectedwith the existenceof po-

w >_•O+, where •H+ and •o+ are the proton and oxygen gyrofrequency,respectively. In this limit we can
neglect the electron inertia perpendicular to the external magnetic field direction. Thus the electrons only
undergo the E x Bo drift acrossthe ambient magnetic
field and fast motion along the magnetic field at a veloc-

The componentsof the perturbed magnetic field can
be easily found from Faraday's law to be

Bz- nñE•

(10)

ity vez- -(ie/wme)Ez, whereme is the electronmass
and e is the magnitude of electronic charge. On the
other hand, because of the high mobility of electrons,
we can neglect the motion of protons and oxygen ions
along the magnetic field. The velocitiesof protons and
oxygenions perpendicularto the magnetic field in this
approximation are equal to
Ex•,

v•+

=

Bo

o3

E

•H+Bo

id

Bx = ---E•
cd(
i

By •-

(11)
d

c(1
- -•-•)d'•E'• (12)
ell

If d/d• -- 0 (flute perturbations),then the general
dispersion equations are separated into two parts' the
ordinary wave
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3. Instability

2
coco

(14)

The ordinary wave is termed so because the magnetic
field does not influence the propagation of this wave in
a cold plasma; that is, it propagates as an "ordinary"
wave in a plasma without external magnetic field.
Figure 1 displaysthe dependenceof transverserefractive index versus frequency for the extraordinary wave,
and Figure 2 shows its dispersion. We see that in a
multicomponent plas•na the dispersionequation for this
wave separates into two modes: a sub-Alfv•nic wave
which has a resonanceat the bi-ion frequency wbi and
a super-Alfv•.nic wave with a cut-off frequency at Woo.
The latter mode is separatedfrom the first by an evanescent band. For small kñ the phase velocity of the subAlfv•.nic mode equals the ordinary Alfv•.n velocity and
then exhibits a strong dispersionwith increasingwave
number. In this case it displays a significant decrease
in phase velocity. The upper branch also undergoesa
decreasein phase velocity, but it is always higher than
Alfv•n velocity.
For strictly perpendicular propagation the perturbation of the magnetic field is only localized in the B z
component which is probably not the general case in

the observationaldata [e.g., Liu et al., 1994a]. Nev-

thesewavesat kz -- 0 may be written in the form [see
Guglielmiand Pokhotelov,1996]

•2
ñ - •xx• -- •x•x

in section

(15)

Here the components of the dielectric tensor are ex-

pressed
in the formeij - ei• q-e•, wherethesu-

perscripts c and h refer to the contribution of cold

and hot plasma, respectively. On one hand, the components of the dielectric tensor from cold plasma are

•xx

%•

•ñ and •cx• _
c _ ig. On the
-- -e•x

other hand, the componentsof the dielectric tensor from

hot plasmamay be written in the form [Guglielmiand
Pokhotelov,1996]

h_lq-y•'•
2 n2•j2
ßWpj

Cxx

$

n

0

2

j

n

1 f

Ofv2'2

o

2

•hx•

•x--iy•k--•
Wpj
y•co
-n•j
n•j
j

ertheless, such simplification of the model allows us to
understand the general features of the generation mechanism. The peculiarities of the oblique propagation are
considered

Rate

Let us now considerthe generationof extraordinary
waves in a multicomponent plasma containing a small
mixture of hot particles. The dispersionequation of

and the extraordinary wave
c2 w2 --

Growth

79

n

(18)

x d.

4.
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Figure 2.
Figure 1. The dependenceof the perpendicular refractive index nñ versus frequency coin case of the extraordinary wave.

The dispersion
of sub-Alfv•nic
and

super-Alfv•.nic extraordinary waves in a multicomponent magnetospheric plasma.
Here C/tH --

BO/(i•oNH+mH+)
1/• is the Alfv•.nvelocitydefinedby
proton mass density.
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] <0
(wOD/Ow)•o=,•no
+---2c•[1+ (n2a•+
- w•i)2

•j - kñvñ/aj, andf• fvñdvñ- 1. Summation
is It is evident from (22) that the growth rate becomes
carried out over all particle species.
Taking into account that the number density of hot
particles is small relative to the number density of cold

plasma,
wemayassume
thate•/ei• <<1.Thuswehave
the dispersionequations

.
g2 h

• (•) - ,•n + •exx +

2ig

h

e•y

positive only in the case when the distribution f•ction

of hot particles has a positive slope, that is, Of/Ovm >
0. This may be realized in case of loss cone or ring like
distribution of hot oxygen ions. We find the following
approximate estimate for the growth rate

1'0+)I/2CAH
ffL• (NH+
VT(•O+)1/2•O
mH+ +

(19)

(23)

where VT is the thermal velocity of hot oxygen ions.

c2 •2 _ •o

In thegeneral
case,
thecomponents
e• should
also
take into accountthe effectof field-aligned inhomogenm

Opposite to the case considered by Guglielmi et al.

ity of the magneticfield [e.g.,Kaladzeet al., 1976].The

[1975]when the main contributionof hot particlesonly

importance of this effect may be evaluated usingthe following simple consideration. Near the equatorial region
the geoma•etic field may be expanded according to

comesfrom the •xxn component
to
• it is nownecessary
take into account all components of the dielectric tensor. After some straightforward c•lcul•tions we obtain

Bo : B•q[1+ (9/2)(z/LRz)2],whereL is theMcIllwain parameter, RE is the Earth's radius, and Beq is
the equatorial value of the geomagnetic field. The variation of the •rofrequency during the particle motion
then equals

2

-+ •2(•o - no+)(•2 - •a)
Vo.

x

- no.)

- ,.,,20)

•Jn
g Jn
n
e_l_

A•o+

dv_t_
(20)

•o+

o

9

v•

2 (%•e)2

(24)

where no+ stands for the hot oxygen ion number den-

Here it was estimated that z • vT/v•.
The fieldaligned inhomogeneity is negligible if A•o+ << •o+

sity.

or

Near the oxygen harmonics w • n•o+, we make use
of the expansion
OD

no+ - 9 r•)+ v•,too+
m,+
where to+ = vT/•O+

(25)

is the hot oxygen gyroradius. It

D(w)• D(w)•=•C•o+
+ (w-nS2o+)(-•-w)•=•no+
(21) followsfrom (25) that the inhomogeneityof the mag(Generally speaking, in the near vicinity of the harmonics of the gyrofrequency it is necessary to take the
thermal effects of the background plasma into account.
However, the corresponding frequency shift caused by
the

thermal

effects

is much

narrower

than

the

width

netic field may be neglectedwhen the hot oxygennumber density is sufficiently high to fulfill the inequality

(25).
In the oppositecase the effect of magnetic field inhomogeneity has to be taken into account. Accordingly,
the gyrofrequency averaged along the field line becomes

of the resonancepeak [e.g., Guglielmi et al., 1975]. dependent
ontheenergye = v2/2 andthe•nagnetic
moThereforewe can usedispersionequation(20) and def- mentI• - v2_t_/2Bo
(fordetails
see,forexample,
Kaladze
inition (22) for the growth rate everywhereoutside a et al. [1976]),that is,
very narrow band in the vicinity of gyrofrequencyhar-

ds

monics.)Accordingto the coldplasmaapproximation,

•o+ • S2o+
(e,
•)I;il

D(w)w=n•o+
-- O.Nowsupposing
w- n•o+ + i•/L,we

ds

finally obtain the expressionfor the linear growth rate

(26)

•/L

wherevii- [2(e- •B0)]1/2is thefield-aligned
particle velocity. This will result in the appearanceof resonant wave-particleinteraction (w -'- n• >> COb,
where

2

cobis the bouncefrequency)whichwill lead to a weak
instability with a growth rate ffL cx:nO+ instead of
•/2

(X)

f
0

(wOD/Ow)w=n•o+
where

7• cxno+ as in (23). (In thiscasethe denominator

_

__

(22)

1/(w-n•o+)in the formularsimilarto (20) mustbeunderstoodin Landausense:lim•_•0[1/ (w+ iv - n•o+)]-

P[1/(w - n•o+)] - i•rS(w- n•o+), whereP denotes
that the Cauchy principal value of the integral is to be
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$1

taken at the singularpoint w - n•o+. ) Thus the whole
In order to discuss the polarization characteristics of
scenarioof the instability is as follows. At low oxygen the generated waves, let us introduce the components

densitieswhen the inequality (25) fails, the oscillations BR, BL, and B I],whereBR = B•:- iBy and BL = Bx +
iBy are the componentsof right-handedand left-handed

grow with 7L •x no+. However, this instability may be
easily stabilized by quasi-lineareffects,for example, because of the formation of a plateau in the distribution
function. When the density of hot oxygen ions exceeds
a certain critical value, the waves undergo a strong am-

plificationwith the growthrate givenin (23).
4.

polarization in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic

field line and Bi] ----Bz. For obliquepropagationwe
obtain with the help of (10)-(12)

BR---i(k--z
)[1+

Discussion

Now let us apply our theory in order to interpret
the ULF wave observations with discrete spectra re-

w2 _ w•i
-

]Ex (27)

BL--i(k-•z)[1
- co2
-- cø2•
]E•
ro.)
•2_•e•i)E•

ported by Liu et al. [1994a].The Akebonesatellitewas

(28)
(29)

launched in February 1989 into an elliptical orbit with
alongthe z
an apogee of 10,500 kin, perigee of 274 kin, and inclina- where(4) and (5) wereFourier-transformed
tion of 75.0 ø. Because of its low altitude, this satellite axis with the parallel wave number kz << kñ. It follows
was able to monitor the region of the magnetosphere from (27) and (28) that [ B• 1<1B• I for sub-Alfv•nic

wavesand[ B• I>l
I for super-Alfv•nicwaves.This
effect has a purely multicomponentorigin and was obThe data presentedby Liu et al. [1994a]showthe gen- servedexperimentallyby Liu et al. [1994a].It should

where a large amount of cold H + ions coexistswith a
sufficientmixture of cold O+ ions of ionosphericorigin.
eration of ULF emissionswith discrete spectra appearing in the deep plasmasphere at L1.5- 2.5 during

be mentioned that wave observationsin a purely hydro-

genplasmaalwaysfoundthat I B• I>l
great magneticstorms. Figure 1 of Liu et al. [1994a] al., 1982].
shows multiband

emissions

which

consist

of harmoni-

[ [Perrautet

Finally, let us discussthe phase velocities of the gen-

cally spacedspectral bands near oxygengyrofrequency erated waves. Liu et al. [1994a] also estimated the
10. The higher harmonics were subject to strong non-

spectral densities 5E/SB of the Fourier components
for some events and obtained phase velocities of sev-

linear

eral tensof kilometersper secondto about 100 km s-1,

harmonics.

The number

interactions.

of harmonics

n was less than

It should be mentioned

that

Russell

which, from their point of view, is much less than the
Alfv(•n velocity in the vicinity of the Akebono orbit.
gyrofrequency harmonics, observedhigh n numbers.
For numerical estimates we choosethe following pa- According to our model the loss cone or ring like disrameters: VT • 106 ms-1, •o+ • 25 s-1, L -- 2, tribution of hot oxygen ions may generate two modes:
Nu+ -- 2x 10-em -3 andTu+ -- 2x 103K. Substituting super-Alfv(•nic and sub-Alfv(•nic waves. The phasevethesevaluesinto(25)weobtaine • 10-•. A reasonablelocity of the first mode is always larger than the Alfv•n
value of the parameter no+/Ns, during high geomag- velocity. On the other hand, the other (sub-Alfv•nic)
netic activity, for example, during magnetic storms, is branch undergoes a strong dispersion near the bi-ion
of the orderof 10-3-10-4 . Thusthe inequality(25) is frequency,and these oscillationsmay have phasevelocfulfilled, and the effects of magnetic field inhomogene- ities much smaller than the Alfv•n velocity. It may be

et al. [1970],who measuredELF emissionsnear proton

ity may be neglected.On the other hand, duringquiet that Liu et al. [1994a]have only selectedcasescorretimes it is necessaryto take the mag•etic field inhomogeneity into account. The estimate for the growth rate

of the hydrodynamic
instabilitythusgives•L • 1 s-x.
In the upper branch the three-wave interactions are

sponding to sub-Alfv•nic waves. For the verification of
this concept it is necessaryto perform a detailed ULF
data analysis of Akebono satellite observations.
Now let us consider the necessary conditions for the

forbidden:co(k1)+co(k2)-• co(k1+ k2) for any kland

instability.It followsfrom (22) that the signof the

k2. It means that a weakly nonlinear dynamics of these
oscillations is defined only by induced scattering with
thermal plasma. Thus we should expect a wave energy accumulation of super-Alfv(•nic oscillations near
the lower harmonics as it was demonstrated by Liu et

growth rate depends on the sign of the integral I

al. [1994a]. The rate of the inducedscatteringmay be
estimated according to the dimensional considerations

I=

•Jnln -- (gleñ)Jn]•

dvñ

(30)

dvñ

(31)

o

Integrating (30) by parts, we obtain

as7N• •0 (k•/kñ)2[W/(Nu+Tu+)]f•o+,whereW is the
wave energydensity. Accordingto Liu et al. [1994a],

(kz/k_l_)
2 • 0.1 andB• -- 0.3 nT. Usingthisvalue,we
cometo the conclusion
that '7NL
-1 >> '/L-l; that is,
the rate of wave energy transfer into the region of small
frequencies is low relative to the linear growth of the
waves.

I -- -

/f
0

cqvñ

For the occurrenceof the instability it is necessarythat
! • 0. Such a situation may appear in the case of
"losscone" or "ring like" distribution of the hot oxygen
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ions. Because we do not know the actual form of the

a switchto a stronger
instabilitywith 7 cx (no+}•/2

distribution function, we may choosethe simplestcase
of ring like distribution

is possible. The latter instability may generate both
sub-Alfvg•nicand super-Alfv6nic wavesnear oxygen gyrofrequencyharmonics. These waves undergo complex

=

-

where v_cois the oxygenion "ring" velocity in the per-

nonlinear interactions which can be studied by means
of detailed data analysis.
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